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Abstract

This last question has always been a pain in the
neck for TET.
The current generation of TET improves on various aspects. As an example, TermoStat1 deals
with several Romance languages, reaches to treat
text up to 30 megabytes, and proposes a first
structuring based on lexical inclusion. TermSuite goes a step forward: it is multilingually
designed, scalable, and handles term variants. It
is able to perform term extraction from languages
that behave differently from the linguistic point of
view. Complex terms in languages such as German and Russian are mostly compounds, while in
Roman languages they are MWT. TermSuite
extracts single terms and any kind of complex
terms. For some generic domains and some applications, large amounts of data have to be processed. TermSuite is scalable and has been
applied to corpora of 1.1 gigabytes using a personal computer configuration. Finally, TermSuite identifies a broad range of term variants,
from spelling to syntactic variants that may be
used to structure the extracted terminology with
various conceptual relations.
Since the first TermSuite release (Rocheteau
and Daille, 2011), several enhancements about
TET have been made. We developed UIMA Tokens Regex, a tool to define term and variant patterns using word annotations within the UIMA
framework (Ferrucci and Lally, 2004) and a grouping tool to cluster terms and variants. Both tools
are designed to treat in an uniform way all linguistic kinds of complex terms.
After a brief reminder of TermSuite general architecture, we present its term spotting tool
UIMA Tokens Regex, its variant grouping tool,
and the variant specifications we design for English, French, Spanish, German, and Russian. Fi-

We introduce, TermSuite, a JAVA and
UIMA-based toolkit to build terminologies from corpora. TermSuite follows
the classic two steps of terminology extraction tools, the identification of term
candidates and their ranking, but implements new features. It is multilingually
designed, scalable, and handles term variants. We focus on the main components: UIMA Tokens Regex for defining
term and variant patterns over word annotations, and the grouping component for
clustering terms and variants that works
both at morphological and syntactic levels.

1

Introduction

Terminologies play a central role in any NLP applications such as information retrieval, information extraction, or ontology acquisition. A terminology is a coherent set of terms that constitutes the vocabulary of a domain. It also reflects
the conceptual system of that domain. A term
could be a single term (SWT), such as rotor, or
a complex term. Complex terms are either compounds such as broadband, or multi-word terms
(MWT) such as frequency band. Terms are functional classes of lexical items used in discourse,
and as such they are subjected to linguistic variations such as modification or coordination.
As specialized domains are poorly covered by
general dictionaries, Term Extraction Tools (TET)
that extract terminology from corpora have been
developed since the early nineties. This first generation of TET (Cabré et al., 2001) was monolingually designed, not scalable, and they were
not handling term variants, except for ACABIT
(Daille, 2001) and FASTR (Jacquemin, 2001).
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nally, we provide some figures and considerations
about TermSuite resources and behaviour.
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define rules over a sequence of UIMA annotations, ie.
over tokens of the corpus, each rule
being in the form of a regular expression. Compared to RUTA (Kluegl et al., 2016), UIMA Tokens Regex operates only on annotations that appear sequentially, which is the case for word annotations. The occurrence recognition engine has
been thus implemented as a finite-state machine
with linear complexity.

TermSuite architecture

TET are dedicated to compute the termhood and
the unithood of a term candidate (Kageura and
Umino, 1996). Two steps make up the core of
the terminology extraction process (Pazienza et
al., 2005):

3.1

1. Spotting: Identification and collection of
term-like units in the texts, mostly a subset
of nominal phrases;

UIMA Tokens Regex syntax is formally defined by an ANTLR3 grammar and inspired by
Stanford TokensRegex (Chang and Manning, 2014).

2. Filtering and sorting: Filtering of the extracted term-like units that may not be terms,
syntactically or terminologically; Sorting of
the term candidates according to their unithood, their terminological degree and their
most interest for the target application.

Matchers Before defining regular expressions
over annotations, each annotation needs to be
atomically matchable. That is why UIMA Tokens
Regex defines a syntax for matchers. A matcher
can be of three types:
[Boolean Exp]
an expression matching
the values of annotation
attributes.
/String RegExp/ A valid Java regular expression matching against
the text covered by the annotation.
The dot ”.”
matches any annotation.
The Boolean Exp within brackets is a combination
of atomic boolean expressions, boolean operators
& and k, and parentheses. An atomic boolean
expression is of the form:

TermSuite adopts these two steps. Termlike units are collected with the following NLP
pipeline: tokenization, POS tagging, lemmatization, stemming, splitting, and MWT spotting with
UIMA Tokens Regex. They are ranked according
to the most popular termhood measure. But in order to improve the term extraction process and to
provide a first structuring of the term candidates, a
component dedicating to term variant recognition
has been added. Indeed, term variant recognition
improves the outputs of term extraction: the ranking of the term candidates is more accurate and
more terms are detected (Daille and Blancafort,
2013).
Figure 2 shows the output of TermSuite TET
within the graphical interface. The main window shows the terms rank according to termhood.
A term candidate may group miscellaneous term
variants. When a term is highlighted, the occurrences spot by UIMA Tokens Regex are showed
in the bottom window and the term features in the
right window.
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Syntax

property op literal
Where property is an annotation feature defined in TermSuite UIMA type system, op is
one of ==, !=, <, <=, >, and >=, and literal
is either a string, a boolean (true or false), or
a number (integer or double).
Rules Rules are named regular expressions that
are defined as follows:
term "rule name": TokensRegex;

Spotting multiword terms

Where TokensRegex is a sequence of quantified
matchers. The quantifiers are:
?
0 or 1
0 or several
*
at least 1
+
{n}
exactly n
{m,n} between m and n

We design a component in charge of spotting
multi-word terms and their variants in text, which
is based on UIMA Tokens Regex2 , a concise and
expressive language coupled with an efficient rule
engine. UIMA Tokens Regex allows the user to
2
http://github.com/JuleStar/
uima-tokens-regex/
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3.2

Lexical filtering Matcher A above shows an example of lexical filtering that prohibits occurrences of the listed lemma in the pattern. For example, Rule an will not match the term candidate
same energy.

Engine

UIMA Tokens Regex engine parses the list of rules
and creates for each of these rules a finite-state
automaton. The engine provides automata with
the sequence of UIMA annotations of the preprocessed input document. UIMA Tokens Regex engine implements the default behaviour of a regular expression engine: it is greedy, backtracking,
picking out the first alternative, and impatient.
Every time an automaton (ie. a rule) matches,
TermSuite generates a rule occurrence and
stores the offset indexes of the matched text.
3.3

Contextual filtering Contextual POS are preceded by tilde (∼). Rule acan shows an example
of contextual filtering. A determinant should occur for the pattern to be matched, but it will be not
part of collected MWT.

4

Variant grouping

TermSuite is able to gather terms according to
syntactic and morphological variant patterns that
are defined with YAML syntax (Ben-Kiki et al.,
2005).

Application to terminology extraction

Example In TermSuite type system, the values of the feature category are the part-ofspeech (POS) tags. Rule an below extracts MWT
composed of one or several adjectives followed by
a noun.

4.1

Syntax

A variant rule states a set of conditions that two
term candidates must fulfil to be paired. It consists
of:

term "an": [category=="adjective"]+
[category=="noun"] ;

Matcher predefinition For the sake of both
readability and reusability, UIMA Tokens Regex
allows the user to predefine matchers. Thus, Rule
an can be expressed concisely as A+ N using the
matchers N and A:

a rule name a string expression between double
quotes ("), ended by a colon (:),
a source pattern and a target pattern, which are
sequences of matcher labels.

matcher N: [category=="noun"];
matcher Vpp: [V & mood=="participle"
& tense=="past"];
matcher A: [(Vpp | category=="adjective")
& lemma!="same"
& lemma!="other"];
matcher C: /ˆ(and|or)$/;
matcher D: [category=="determiner"
& subCategory != "possessive"];
matcher P: [category=="adposition"
& subCategory=="preposition"];

a boolean expression a logical expression on
source and target term features, denoted by
rule. The field rule is interpreted by a
Groovy engine and must be defined in valid
Groovy syntax.
Example The example below is the simplest
variant grouping rule defined for English.

term "an": A+ N ;
term "npn": N P D? N ;
term "acan": ˜D A C A N ;

"S-I-NN-(N|A)":
source: N N
target: N N N, N A N
rule: s[0]==t[0] && s[1]==t[2]

Rule acan extracts coordination variants that
match the ”adjective conjunction adjective noun”
pattern, such as onshore and offshore locations.
The quantifier ? expresses an optional determiner.
Rule npn can extract both MWT: energy of wind
and energy of the wind.

This rule is named S-I-NN-(N|A). It states
that one term candidate (the source) must be of
pattern N N, and the second term candidate (the
target) of patterns N N N or N A N. The rule
field states that the lemma property of s[0], the
first noun of the source, has the same lemma as
t[0], the first noun of the target. Likewise s[1]
and t[2] must share the same lemma. For example, this variant grouping rule will be satisfied for
the two terms turbine structure and turbine base
structure.

Features The annotation features available
in TermSuite type system are category,
subCategory, lemma, and stem and inflectional features such as mood, tense, or
case.
15

Word features The rule field expresses conditions on word features. The two main features
used for grouping are lemma and stem. lemma
is the default one, that is why stating s[0] == t[0]
is equivalent to s[0].lemma == t[0].lemma. The
rule ”S-PI-NN-P” below makes use of the stem
property. An example of grouping is effect of rotation and rotational effect where rotational is derived from rotation.

en
fr
de
es
ru

MWT
43
35
20
62
18

Variants
41
37
30
40
16

Table 1: Numbers of rules provided in TermSuite

"S-PI-NN-P":
source: N P N
target: A N, N N
rule: s[0]==t[1] && s[2].stem==t[0].stem

Morphological variants TermSuite implements Compost, a multilingual splitter (Loginova Clouet and Daille, 2014) that makes the decision as to whether the term composed of one
graphic unit, is a SWT or a compound, and for
compounds, it gives one or several candidate analyses ranked by their scores. We only keep the best
split. The compound elements are reachable when
TermSuite comes to apply the variant grouping rules. The syntax of YAML variant rules allows the user to express morphological variants
between two terms:

O(n2 ) complexity applies to small subsets of term
candidates, and the weight of variant grouping in
the overall terminology extraction process is quite
reasonable (see Section 7).

5

Language grammars

We define MWT spotting rules and variant grouping rules for the five languages supported by
TermSuite: Fr, En, Es, De, and Ru. Table 1
shows the number of rules by languages for MWT
spotting and for term variant grouping.

6

Ranking by termhood

Term candidates are ranked according to their termhood that is measured with weirdness ratio (WR).
"M-I-EN-N|A":
WR is the quotient of the relative frequency in both
source: N [compound]
the domain specific corpus C and a general lantarget: N N, A N
rule: s[0][0]==t[0][0] && s[0][1] == t[1] guage corpus G.
In the rule M-I-EN-N|A above, the tag
[compound] after the source pattern states that
the source has to be a morphosyntactic compound.
In the rule field, we access the component features with the second index of the two-based indexing arrays, the first index referring to the POS
position in the source or target patterns. As examples, this rule groups the two term candidates
windfarm and windmill farm, and also hydropower
and hydroelectric power.
4.2

W R(t, C) =

fnorm (t, C)
fnorm (t, G)

(1)

Where fnorm stands for the normalized frequency of a term in a given corpus, ie. the average
number of its occurrences every 1000 words, and
G is a general language corpus.
6.1

General language corpus

The general language corpora used for computing
WR are part of the compilation of newspapers provided by CLEF 2004 (Jones et al., 2005). These
corpora cover numerous and miscellaneous topics,
which are useful to obtain a corpus representative
of the general language. The corpora of the general language that we use to compute the frequencies of term candidates are:

Engine

Term variant grouping applies on term pairs with
a complexity of O(n2 ), where n is the number
of term candidates extracted by UIMA Tokens
Regex. TermSuite copes with this issue by
pre-indexing each term candidate with all its pairs
of single-word lemmas. For example, the term
of length 3 offshore wind turbine has three indexing keys: (offshore, wind), (offshore,
turbine), and (turbine, wind). The grouping engine operates over all terms sharing the same
indexing key, for all indexing keys. Therefore, the

Newspaper
Der Spiegel
Glasgow Herald
Agencia EFE
Le Monde
Izvestia
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Lang
De
En
Es
Fr
Ru

Size
382M
302M
1.1G
1.1G
66M

Nb words
60M
28M
171M
82M
5.8M

6.2

7

WR behaviour

Performances

TermSuite operates on English [EOL] in
11 seconds with the technical configuration:
Ubuntu 14.04, 16Go RAM, Intel(R)
Core(TM) i7-4800MQ (4x2,2.7Ghz).
We detail the execution times of each main
component with the use of two part-of-speech
taggers TreeTagger5 (TT) and Mate6 :

Figure 1 gives WR distribution on the English part
of the domain-specific monolingual comparable
corpora for Wind Energy4 [EOL]. [EOL] is available for seven languages and has a minimum size
of 330K words by language. The x-axis of Figure 1 is set to WR base-10 logarithm, hence a value
of 2 means that the term candidate is a 100 times
more frequent in the specific corpus C than in G.

6,
0

00

8,
0

00

Tokenizer
POS/Lemmatiser
Stemmer
MWT Spotter
Morph. Compound Finder
Syntactic Term Gatherer
Graphical Term Gatherer
Total (without UIMA overheads)

TT
1.3s
2.4s
0.67s
4.8s
0.14s
0.23s
0.27s
9.8s

Mate
idem
81s
idem
idem
idem
idem
idem
88.5s

0

2,
0

00

4,
0

00

Scalability Time complexity is linear. The processing of Agencia EFE corpus (cf. Section 6.1),
the biggest tested so far (171 million words), takes
101 minutes to process. This performance proves
a very satisfactory vertical scalability in the context of smaller domain-specific corpora. No kind
of parallelism has been implemented so far, not
even Java multi-threading, which is the best opportunity of optimization if an improvement of performances is required.

0
1
2
3
4
5
Logarithmic of Weirdness Ratio - log (wr)

Figure 1: Distribution of WR base-10 logarithm
over all terms extracted by TermSuite on English [EOL].
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Release

TermSuite is a Java (7+) program. It can be
used in three ways: the Java API, the command
line API, or the graphical user interface as shown
on Figure 2. Its only third-party dependency is
TreeTagger, which needs to be installed separately and referenced by TermSuite configuration.
TermSuite is under licence Apache 2.0. The
source code and all its components and linguistic resources are released on Github7 . The latest released versions, currently 2.1, are available
on Maven Central8 . All links, documentation, resources, and guides about TermSuite are
available on its official website:

We distinguish two sets of terms on Figure 1.
The first one, starting around 0 until log(wr) ' 2,
contains the terms that are not domain specific
since they occur in both the specialised and the
general language corpora. The second set, from
the peak at log(wr) ' 2 to the upper bound, contains both the terms that appear much more frequently in C than in G and the terms that never
occur in G. Actually, the first peak at log(wr) ' 2
refers to terms that occur once in C and never in G,
the second lower peak refers to terms that occur
twice in C and never in G, and so on.
We did not provide the distributions for other
[EOL] languages nor for other corpora, because
their WR distributions are similar. For all configurations, the first peak always appears at WR ' 2
and the upper bound at WR ' 5. As a result of
the analysis of WR distribution, we set 2 as default
value of log(wr) threshold for accepting candidates as terms.

http://termsuite.github.io/
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Figure 2: TermSuite graphical user interface
and Technical Information.
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